
1. Introduction
The Southern Ocean (SO) is one of the cloudiest regions in the world with fractional cloud cover commonly 
exceeding 80% (i.e., Mace et  al.,  2007; Mace & Zhang,  2014; Muhlbauer et  al.,  2014). Maritime boundary 
layer clouds in the SO have a significant shortwave (SW) cloud radiative effect associated with them (Haynes 
et al., 2011), and consequently they have an important role when estimating climate sensitivity to cloud feedbacks 

Abstract Maritime boundary-layer clouds over the Southern Ocean (SO) have a large shortwave 
radiative effect. Yet, climate models have difficulties in representing these clouds and, especially, their 
phase in this observationally sparse region. This study aims to increase the knowledge of SO cloud phase by 
presenting in-situ cloud microphysical observations from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol, 
Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES). We investigate the occurrence of ice in summertime marine 
stratocumulus and cumulus clouds in the temperature range between 6 and −25°C. Our observations show 
that in ice-containing clouds, maximum ice number concentrations of up to several hundreds per liter were 
found. The observed ice crystal concentrations were on average one to two orders of magnitude higher than the 
simultaneously measured ice nucleating particle (INP) concentrations in the temperature range below −10°C 
and up to five orders of magnitude higher than estimated INP concentrations in the temperature range above 
−10°C. These results highlight the importance of secondary ice production (SIP) in SO summertime marine 
boundary-layer clouds. Evidence for rime splintering was found in the Hallett-Mossop (HM) temperature range 
but the exact SIP mechanism active at lower temperatures remains unclear. Finally, instrument simulators 
were  used to assess simulated co-located cloud ice concentrations and the role of modeled HM rime-splintering. 
We found that CAM6 is deficient in simulating number concentrations across the HM temperature range with 
little sensitivity to the model HM process, which is inconsistent with the aforementioned observational evidence 
of highly active SIP processes in SO low-level clouds.

Plain Language Summary Clouds in the Southern Ocean are important for climate but not well 
represented in climate models. Observations in this remote region have been rare. This study presents results 
from a recent airborne campaign that took place in the Southern Ocean where low- and mid-level clouds were 
investigated by detecting individual cloud particles within the clouds. Although large fraction of the observed 
clouds did not contain ice crystals, occasionally high amounts of ice crystals were observed that cannot be 
explained by ice formation on aerosol particles but were result of multiplication of existing ice crystals. We 
tested the capability of a commonly used climate model to represent the observed ice concentrations and their 
sensitivity to one ice multiplication process parameterized in the model. These investigations revealed that the 
in the model the ice multiplication process was not responsible for generation of ice, which is in contradiction 
with the observations.
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(Trenberth & Fasullo, 2010). Large biases in the SW radiation budget over the SO were present in many CMIP5 
models (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012; Kay et al., 2016; Trenberth 
& Fasullo, 2010). Later, these biases have been improved in Phase 6 models (CMIP6) through various means to 
generate more supercooled liquid over the SO region (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2019; Gettelman et al., 2019). With 
modeling studies that highlight the potential importance of the cloud phase feedback over the SO for global 
climate (Bjordal et al., 2020), it is important for CMIP6 models to correctly represent the microphysical processes 
that govern the state of SO cloud phase.

Our understanding of SO microphysical processes and cloud phase have been restricted due to the remoteness 
of the region. Although space-borne remote sensing retrievals of the SO cloud phase are valuable, these are 
limited in numerous ways. For example, Mace and Protat (2018) found large discrepancies between satellite and 
ship-based remote sensing observations of the cloud phase, with a larger occurrence of ice phase found by the 
latter method. This bias was partly caused by the inability of space-borne lidar observations to probe more than 
a few optical depths into the tops of the clouds, missing ice-processes taking place deeper in the vertical column.

In supercooled liquid clouds the first ice crystals are generated through primary nucleation, where ice is formed 
on aerosol particles that are called ice nucleating particles (INPs). In the pristine SO region, the number of INPs 
is too low (McCluskey et al., 2018) to completely explain the glaciation of low level clouds. Multiplication of 
frozen hydrometeors is possible through secondary ice processes (SIP). These processes are found to be respon-
sible to generate orders of magnitude higher ice number concentrations than expected by primary nucleation 
(P. R. Field et al., 2017; A. Korolev et al., 2020; A. Korolev & Leisner, 2020, and references therein). The role 
of INPs and SIP to generate ice in SO clouds have been experimentally studied by airborne in-situ observations 
since the 1960s (Mossop et al., 1968; Mossop et al., 1970, and Table 1). The early airborne studies reported ice 
particle concentrations as high as 100 L −1 in cumulus clouds at temperatures warmer than −17°C, well exceed-
ing the simultaneously measured or estimated INP concentrations, and providing the first evidence of SIP in 
the region. These studies acted as the motivation for later laboratory studies by Hallett and Mossop (Hallett & 
Mossop, 1974).

The Hallett-Mossop (HM) ice multiplication process is one of the most studied SIP processes. In summary, the 
HM process takes place in the temperature region approximately between −2 and −8°C in the presence of liquid 
droplets larger than 24 μm in diameter that can freeze when collected by larger ice particles. Mossop (1985) found 
that HM process was active in all days the authors were measuring in wintertime cumuli at the coast of Tasmania 
in June 1981. More recently, Huang et al. (2017) reported ice concentrations up to 54 L −1 at temperatures warmer 
than −9°C in SO open cellular convection and O’Shea et al. (2017) reported similar ice particle number concen-
trations in coastal Antarctic clouds during the MAC campaign.

Campaign Reference Location Time Cloud T Ndroplets max Nice

Huang et al. (2017), 
Ahn et al. (2017)

Southwest coast of 
Tasmania

Jun-Oct 2013–2015 9.1 to −18.7°C 28 ± 30 cm 3 54  L −1  a

MAC O’Shea et al. (2017) Coastal Antarctica and 
the Weddell Sea

Austral summer 2015 −3 to −11°C 113 cm 3 50 L −1 b

HIPPO Chubb et al. (2013) South of Australia Nov 2009 and Apr 2010 −11 to −22°C 30–120 cm 3 0.4 L −1 c

ACE 1 Boers and 
Krummel (1998)

South of Tasmania Nov-Dec 1995 * 45–200 cm 3 Observed but not 
quantified

SOCEX Boers et al. (1996); 
Boers et al. (1998)

West of Tasmania Jul 1993 (SOCEX I) Jan-Feb 
1995 (SOCEX II)

* 50 cm 3 (Winter) 
180 cm 3 (Summer)

Observed but not 
quantified

Mossop (1985) Coast of Tasmania June 1981 5 to −10°C 80–410 cm 3 350 L −1 d

Mossop et al. (1970) Coast of Tasmania May 1968 5 to −17°C ∼100 L −1 e

Mossop et al. (1968) Southern coast of 
Australia

17 Oct 1966 3 to −4.5°C 100  cm 3 ∼100 L −1 e

 *Information not available.  a7.9.2013 case study.  bOnly ice particles Dmax > 80 μm.  cOnly ice particles Dmax > 100 μm.  dOnly ice particles Dmax ∼ > 150 μm.  eDerived 
from replicator measurements.

Table 1 
List of Previous Campaigns Over the SO Region Where Mixed-Phase Clouds Were Measured
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Airborne in-situ observations in SO stratocumulus clouds have been performed since 1990s (Boers et al., 1996, 
1998; Boers & Krummel, 1998; Chubb et al., 2013). Unlike the studies of cumulus clouds, these campaigns 
reported mostly liquid phase clouds (see Table 1). Ice crystals were observed occasionally but their concen-
trations were either not reported or they were found to be low, below 0.4 L −1 (Chubb et al., 2013), giving no 
evidence for active SIP. However, it should be noted that characterizing the cloud phase was not the main objec-
tive of these studies, and therefore, the instrumentation for detecting ice crystals was limited.

Furthermore, there has been an increasing effort by the modeling community to understand SIP in SO clouds in 
recent years. Young et al. (2019) was the first to show that a widely-used description of the HM process using 
an empirically derived splinter production rate cannot reproduce the ice crystal concentrations in stratocumulus 
clouds observed during the MAC campaign (see Table 1). However, including a parameterization for SIP due to 
mechanical breakup from collisions between ice particles improved the representation of the observed ice crystal 
concentrations (Sotiropoulou et al., 2021). Atlas et al. (2020) showed that the CESM Community Atmosphere 
Model (CAM6) was insufficient in reproducing the observed large particle modes (D > 200 μm) assumed to be 
frozen particles in SO clouds occupying the HM temperature range. The performance of the CAM6 model was 
significantly improved when droplet shattering during freezing of rain and ice-ice collision fragmentation SIP 
mechanisms were included (Zhao & Liu, 2021). The authors also highlighted the dominant role of SIP in forma-
tion of ice in moderate cold clouds in the southern hemisphere.

Despite previous efforts, comprehensive understanding of SO cloud phase has not been reached. Here we aim to 
improve the knowledge of SO clouds by presenting in-situ observations from the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radi-
ation, Aerosol, Transport Experimental Study (SOCRATES) experiment (McFarquhar et al., 2021) that operated 
a suite of instruments for characterization of the ice phase, including a newer cloud probe for detection of small 
ice. We report ice crystal number concentrations in stratocumulus and cumulus clouds covering a wide tempera-
ture range from +3 to −25°C and discuss these in conjunction with co-located INP measurements. Additionally, 
the observed ice number concentrations are compared with simulated number concentrations from a series of 
global climate model simulations using the CAM6 model targeted toward assessing a commonly used numerical 
representation of SIP (Cotton et al., 1986). Here, we introduce a novel approach to use instrument simulators to 
take into account the probe performance when comparing the observations to the simulations. Section 2 describes 
the instrumentation and methodology used to derive ice particle and INP number concentrations as well as the 
model and its configuration. Section 3 discusses the cloud types included in this study. The observational results 
are shown in Sections 4 and 5 and a discussion of the findings in conjunction with potential SIP processes is given 
in Section 6. The model results are discussed in Section 7 and a summary is given in Section 8.

2. Data and Methodology
During the austral summer, from January 15 to February 26 in 2018, research flights targeting SO mari-
time and boundary layer clouds mainly in the cold dry sector of cyclones were made using the NSF/NCAR 
High-performance Instrumented Airborne Platform for Environmental Research (HIAPER) aircraft between 
Hobart, Tasmania and 62°S. Altogether 15 research flights were conducted, of which 13 flights investigated 
stratocumulus and two flights targeted cumulus systems. In this paper, we present data from the second research 
flight (RF02) to the last research flight (RF15), as cloud particle stereo-microscopic images were not available 
from RF01. The flight strategy included a transit leg at approximately 6 km directly to the southern-most point of 
the flight followed by a descent to perform repeated above-, in-, and below-cloud level leg maneuvers augmented 
by a series of sawtooth profiling patters while traveling north toward Hobart (Figure 1). Clouds were only sampled 
once to avoid ”contaminating” the measurements with aircraft-produced ice particles (Sassen, 1991; Woodley 
et al., 2003).

The HIAPER aircraft was equipped with a range of in-situ and remote sensing instruments (UCAR/NCAR - Earth 
Observing Laboratory [EOL], 2018) for characterization of cloud and aerosol microphysical, optical and radiative 
properties as well as instrumentation to measure navigation and state parameters (UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observ-
ing Laboratory [EOL], 2019b). A complete list of instruments as well as more detailed description of the flight 
strategy can be found in McFarquhar et al. (2021). Here, we give an overview of the measurements relevant for 
this study, followed by a description of the global climate model used to simulate the SOCRATES observations.
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2.1. Temperature and Relative Humidity Measurements

The ambient temperature was measured with a heated temperature sensor (Harco Model 100009-1 Deiced TAT) 
that has a general accuracy of 0.2–0.3°C (UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL],  2019b). The 
water vapor mixing ratio was measured with the Vertical-Cavity Surface-Emitting Laser (VCSEL) hygrome-
ter (Diao, 2021). Relative humidity with respect to water (RH) was calculated from temperature, pressure and 
water vapor mixing ratio measurements using Murphy and Koop (2005) parameterization for saturation vapor 
pressure. Water vapor number concentration uncertainty of the VCSEL hygrometer was generally about 6% in 
SOCRATES. Combined with the temperature uncertainty, the resulting uncertainty of RH can range from 6% to 
∼10%. In particular, for temperatures around −5°C when SIP tends to occur relatively frequently (e.g., Lukee, 
2021), the measurement of VCSEL is often switching between two modes—the weak and direct modes. During 
the case studies of RF12 and RF09 selected in this work (as shown in Section 5), constant mode switching of 
VCSEL was seen, while laser intensity also decreased significantly possibly due to icing. Both mode switching 
and low laser intensity can lead to larger uncertainty in the water vapor measurements, which may be the main 
reasons for deviations of RH from liquid saturation seen in these time series.

Figure 1. HIAPER flight tracks of SOCRATES research flights RF02 to RF15. The flight tracks of missions targeting stratocumulus systems are shown in black and 
the flight tracks of missions targeting cumulus systems in red. Ice detected in cloud passes on the return legs are shown as dots and colored by the maximum number 
concentration, illustrated by the color bar. The cloud passes are defined in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. Note that each research flight composed of a transit 
leg to the southernmost point followed by a descent to perform in-situ sampling while traveling north toward Hobart so each cloud system was only sampled once.
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2.2. Liquid Water Content and Droplet Size Spectrum

The cloud microphysical instruments onboard the HIAPER included the forward scattering Cloud Droplet Probe 
(CDP, Droplet Measurement Technologies, USA) for measurements of primary cloud droplets in the diameter 
(D) range from 2 to 50 μm (UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL], 2019b). The average uncer-
tainty of the CDP measurements in sizing is around ∼30% and in number concentrations between 10 and ∼30% 
(Baumgardner et al., 2017). Liquid water content (LWC) was estimated from the CDP measurements through the 
integration of cloud droplet size distributions.

2.3. Ice Crystal Measurements

For characterization of the ice phase during SOCRATES a combination of the Particle Habit Imaging and Polar 
Scattering (PHIPS) probe (Abdelmonem et al., 2016; Schnaiter et al., 2018; Waitz et al., 2021) and the 2D-S 
(SPEC Inc., USA, R.  P.  Lawson et  al.  (2006)) was used. PHIPS is a single-particle polar nephelometer and 
stereo-microscopic cloud particle imager that detects ice particles in the area equivalent diameter (Deq) range 
from 30 to 700 μm. The angular scattering function of individual cloud particles is detected with a maximum 
repetition rate of 3.5 kHz whereas the maximum data acquisition rates of the cameras were set to 3 Hz so only 
a subset of triggered cloud particles were imaged. The stereo-microscopic imager part of the PHIPS can be 
operated with different magnification settings that define the optical resolution and image field-of-view. During 
SOCRATES the magnification was chosen so that the optical resolutions was between ∼6.8 μm and ∼6.2 μm.

The 2D-S records shadowgraphs of cloud particles that are used to determine particle size distributions (PSDs), 
condensed water content (CWC), ice water content (IWC) and particle shape properties of liquid- and ice-phase 
cloud hydrometeors (Wu & McFarquhar, 2019b). The 2D-S has an optical resolution of 10 μm and it nominally 
measures cloud particles with maximum dimension (Dmax) from 0.01 to 3.2 mm. The 2D-S data were processed 
using the University of Illinois/Oklahoma optical array probe (OAP) Processing Software (UIOOPS, McFarquhar 
et al. (2018)), which determines morphological features (e.g., maximum dimension, area equivalent diameter, 
area ratio, habit) of individual cloud hydrometeors. CWC and IWC were calculated for particles consisting of four 
or more pixels using the habit-dependent mass-dimension relationships (Wu & McFarquhar, 2016) or the mass to 
area relationship from Baker and Lawson (2006).

Additionally, a NCAR modified version of the 2DC (PMS Inc., USA) was operated during SOCRATES. However, 
the 2DC encountered some operational issues during the campaign, which reduced confidence in the data quality. 
Therefore, the 2D-S was primarily used to get information on cloud hydrometeors, except for RF15 when 2D-S 
data was not available for the majority of the flight. The performance of 2DC is compared to 2D-S in the supple-
mentary material for the part of RF15 where both probes were operational.

2.3.1. Identification of Non-Spherical Particles

It has been shown that the shape of the angular scattering function of individual cloud hydrometeors is sensitive 
to the particle shape (Järvinen et al., 2016; Schnaiter et al., 2018). PHIPS single-particle polar nephelometer 
measurements were used to discriminate between spherical and aspherical particles in the particle diameter range 
Deq < 200 μm. A detailed description of this phase discrimination method can be found in Waitz et al. (2021). 
The authors showed that, for the SOCRATES data set, the probability of misclassifying a droplet as an ice crystal 
is 4.2%, whereas the probability of misclassifying an ice crystal as droplet is only 0.3% for the diameter range 
Deq = 60–700 μm. In the diameter range Deq < 60 μm PHIPS only triggers on aspherical particles due to its trigger 
geometry (Schnaiter et al., 2018).

Non-spherical particles were identified from the 2D-S shadowgraphs using the habit classification algorithm of 
Holroyd (1987). Holroyd (1987) identifies particle sphericity using a combination of particle shape and surface 
roughness where the latter is quantified using the fine detail ratio, defined as the perimeter multiplied by maxi-
mum dimension and divided by projected area. Altogether nine habits are defined for frozen hydrometeors. There 
are no studies quantifying the uncertainty in Holroyd habit classification and in this study we have considered the 
method to be accurate for particle diameters Deq ≥200 μm.
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2.3.2. Deriving Ice Concentrations in the Diameter Range From 30 to 1,600 µm

Here, ice crystal number concentration is defined as the number concentration of aspherical particles. The 
number concentration of aspherical particles for Deq range from 30 to 200 μm was derived using PHIPS single 
particle angular scattering data (Schnaiter, 2018) following the method presented in Waitz et al. (2021) but with 
the exception that the sensitive volume was calculated differently. Waitz et al.  (2021) showed that the PHIPS 
sensitive area shows a strong exponential dependency to particle diameter for small particles with Deq < 100 μm 
and this dependency becomes weaker as the particle diameter increases. To take into account the stronger diame-
ter dependency of the sensitive area for small particles, we calculated for each detected particle a unique sensitive 
volume and set the bin sensitive volume to be the mean of the individual sensitive volumes for a given time step 
instead of using a fixed sensitive volume for each bin as was done in Waitz et al. (2021). We also considered only 
particles with Deq ≥ 30 μm in this study to reduce uncertainties in the small particle concentrations caused by 
strong decrease in the sensitive area at sizes close to the detection limit.

PHIPS ice crystal number concentrations were calculated with a time resolution of 10 s, which corresponds to a 
sampling volume of ∼270 cm 3 at an airspeed of 150 m s −1 and a minimum detectable concentration of ∼3 L −1 in 
a 10-s interval. Thermodynamic correction was applied according to Weigel et al. (2016) to take into account the 
compression of air occurring upstream of the air flow obstacle provided by the instrument's body. Occasionally, 
ice particle shattering on the probe head affected the measured concentrations. The shattering influenced periods 
were identified as periods when large (Deq > 800 μm) ice crystals were present in number greater than 10% of the 
total number concentration as seen by the OAPs (see detailed discussion of shattering events during SOCRATES 
in Waitz et al. (2021)). This entailed about 23% of the 10 s in-cloud data (with half of the events being at temper-
atures colder than −11°C). For these periods, PHIPS data was not used and ice crystal number concentrations are 
only given for particles with Deq ≥ 200 μm.

The number concentration of aspherical particles for the size range Deq ≥ 200 μm was derived from the 2D-S 
(Wu & McFarquhar, 2019a). The uncertainty in the 2D-S sizing and number concentrations for particles with 
D > 100 μm has been evaluated to be ∼20% and ∼50%, respectively (Baumgardner et al., 2017). Only parti-
cles having their center within the OAP field of view were included (Heymsfield & Baumgardner, 1985; P. R. 
Field, 1999). The 2D-S probe was equipped with anti-shattering tips to reduce shattering artifacts. However, a 
shattering removal algorithm (Jackson & McFarquhar, 2014; P. Field et al., 2006) was used to further eliminate 
shattering influenced periods. The number concentrations were originally given in a time resolution of 1 Hz but 
we averaged the samples over 10-s periods to be comparable to the PHIPS data. These periods correspond to a 
sampling volume of 120 L at an airspeed of 150 m s −1 for particles with Deq ≥ 200 μm and a minimum detectable 
concentration of ∼0.008 L −1 in a 10-s interval.

Figure 2 shows particle size distributions (PSDs) for all particles and for aspherical particles derived from PHIPS 
and 2D-S as a function of Deq for a liquid-dominated mixed-phase cloud. Almost all the cloud particles with 
Deq ≥ 200 μm were found to be aspherical whereas smaller particles were primarily spherical. In the Deq < 200 μm 
range the PHIPS can discriminate aspherical particles from the dominating mode of spherical particles. In the 
instrument overlap region (200 ≥ Deq < 700 μm) the concentrations of aspherical particles retrieved from PHIPS 
and 2D-S agree within the statistical uncertainty of the instruments. For the size range (Deq ≥ 700 μm) all the 
particles detected by the 2D-S were aspherical.

To calculate the total ice number concentrations a combination of PHIPS and 2D-S measurements for different 
Deq ranges was used. For Deq < 200 μm concentration of aspherical particles from PHIPS was used for segments 
not affected by shattering. For Deq ≥ 200 μm the concentration of aspherical particles from 2-DS was used. Note 
that in this study 2D-S sizing was based also on Deq instead of Dmax. The threshold diameter of 200 μm was 
based on the lower limit where 2D-S phase discrimination was considered to have a high degree of confidence, 
since given the optical resolution of 2D-S, morphological properties are better resolved for habit ID applications 
with increasing particle size. Total ice number concentrations are given with the time resolution of 10 s to allow 
sufficient sampling statistics. The detection limit for the 10-s samples depends now on the particle size. For 
Deq ≥ 200 μm the detection limit is defined by the 2D-S detection limit, which is 0.008 L −1, but smaller particles 
with Deq < 200 μm can be only detected if their concentration is above 3 L −1.
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2.4. INP Filter Measurements Onboard HIAPER

Aerosol particles were collected onto filters and analyzed with the Colorado State University (CSU) Ice Spec-
trometer (IS) to determine number concentrations of immersion freezing INPs at temperatures from 0 to approx-
imately −28°C.

The filter sample collection approach used in this study follows that of previous aircraft studies (Levin et al., 2019; 
Twohy et al., 2016) and is described briefly here. Particles were collected onto pre-cleaned 0.2 μm-pore-diameter 
Nuclepore polycarbonate membranes (Whatman), each overlying a pre-cleaned 8 μm-μm-pore-diameter Nucle-
pore polycarbonate backing membrane (to avoid any potential contamination of INPs from the support grid). 
These were fitted into sterilized 47-mm diameter in-line aluminum filter holders. Cleaning procedures for filters 
included a 10% H2O2 rinse, three rinses in filtered (0.01 μm pore diameter) deionized water, and drying on foil in 
a laminar flow cabinet, following previous studies (McCluskey et al., 2017). Anodized aluminum filter holders 
were cleaned, using 3%–6% H2O2 and deionized water rinses and stored in a clean plastic tub for drying, and 
reassembled for each research flight.

Samples during SOCRATES were collected as “above cloud” or “below cloud” measurements during clear-air 
level legs from a HIAPER modular aerosol inlet (Stith et al., 2009), using a plumbing system that allowed for 
continuous bypass flow to two filter units that could be alternately opened to or isolated from sampling flow at 
varied times. Filters were exposed for approximately 10 min during level legs above or below cloud. To increase 
sampling volume and therefore improve detection limit, samples were exposed for 1–3 level legs per flight in each 
region, representing a range of latitudes. Each flight consisted of a minimum of one above and one below cloud 
filter. 32 filter samples were collected during SOCRATES and total sample volumes per flight ranged from 129 to 
840 standard liters of air, with a median volume of 352 standard liters, as monitored by a mass flow meter. After 
collection, filters were removed and stored in INP-free plastic petri dishes (CELLTREAT) at −20°C and shipped 
back to CSU in a liquid nitrogen shipper (Cryoport). Six blank filters were collected over the course of the study, 
by placing a prepared filter unit in place without flow during flight, to quantify INP contaminants introduced 
during the cleaning, storage, and handling procedures.

Figure 2. PSDs averaged for a 10 min period during sampling of a mixed-phase cloud with a mean temperature around 
−6°C. Dashed bars illustrate the statistical uncertainty of the measurements for aspherical particles. Note that ”PHIPS all” 
only includes particles with Deq > 100 μm since spherical particles below 60 μm are not detected and between 60 and 100 μm 
are under-sampled.
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At CSU, samples were analyzed following procedures described by Hill et al. (2016), including re-suspension 
of particles from filter samples into six or 7 mL of 0.02 μm-filtered deionized water and distribution in 50 μL 
aliquots that were monitored for freezing during cooling at 0.33°C min −1 in the IS. INP number concentrations 
per suspension volume were obtained as a function of temperature for each filter sample after correction for the 
regression mean from blank filters, then converted to INP per standard liter of air using the sample volumes 
(Hiranuma et  al.,  2015). This resulted in lower detection limits than actually measured, that ranged between 
0.0035 and −0.03 L −1 depending on the sample volume. Confidence intervals (95%) were calculated for binomial 
sampling. Only composite results from all samples will be discussed in this manuscript.

2.5. Model Simulations

Observations from SOCRATES were used to assess clouds simulated by the Community Atmospheric Model 
versions 6 (CAM6), which is the atmospheric component of the Community Earth System Model version 2 
(Danabasoglu et al., 2020). Simulations for the SOCRATES field campaign are described in detail by Gettelman 
et al. (2020) and are described briefly here.

CAM6 uses a 2-moment cloud microphysics scheme that prognoses 4 classes of hydrometeors (liquid, ice, rain, 
and snow) (Gettelman and Morrison (2015); Gettelman et al. (2015)). CAM6 includes the dust heterogeneous 
ice nucleation scheme from Hoose et al. (2010) to determine immersion, deposition, and contact freezing rates 
in mixed phase clouds. CAM6 also includes modifications to the Hoose et al. (2010) scheme for a distribution 
of contact angles (Wang et al., 2014) and accounts for preexisting ice in the cirrus ice nucleation of Liu and 
Penner (2005) as described by Shi et al. (2015). Immersion freezing of dust aerosol is active for temperatures 
lower than −10°C in CAM6. Note that this scheme does not include sea spray aerosol that is a major source of 
INPs in the SO region (McCluskey et al., 2018, 2019). Secondary ice production through the Hallet-Mossop 
(HM) rime-splintering process is represented following a parameterization from Cotton et al. (1986); simulated 
rimed mass is multiplied by an ice multiplication rate that maximizes at −5°C and linearly decreases to zero at 
−3°C and −8°C. Detailed comparison between CAM6 simulations and in-situ measured (Dropsonde) tempera-
tures and winds are shown in Gettelman et al. (2020).

In this study, CAM6 simulations used the standard 32 vertical levels from the surface to 3 hPa, 0.9° latitude by 
1.25° longitude horizontal resolution, and 30 min time resolution. Simulations were performed in a ‘nudged’, or 
specified dynamics, configuration over the SOCRATES study period. Specifically, model winds and tempera-
tures are relaxed to reanalysis data from the NASA Modern-Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Appli-
cations, version 2 (MERRA2), with a 24-hr relaxation period.

A base simulation (CAM base) was performed with default physics for initial comparisons. To investigate the 
role of HM ice multiplication on simulated SOCRATES clouds in CAM6, the ice multiplication rates in CAM6 
were (a) reduced to zero at all temperatures (CAM HMoff) or (b) increased by a factor of five across all HM 
temperatures (CAM HMx5). We note that simulated ice number concentrations in the CESM2 release version of 
CAM6 are limited by an ice number limiter that constrains ice number if the simulated ice number concentration 
reaches the number specified by the ice nucleation scheme. This limiter is intended to prevent heterogeneous ice 
formation if the simulated ice number concentrations exceed predicted ice nuclei concentrations, which may arise 
due to the model timestep. In this work, we focus on assessing simulated ice number concentrations and simulated 
sensitivity to the HM process in the CESM2-CAM6 release model configuration used in Gettelman et al. (2020), 
which does include this limiter. Shaw et al. (2022) have highlighted this as a controlling feature on cloud proper-
ties, especially in the mixed phase cloud regime, because the ice number rates from Hoose et al. (2010) were not 
included in the limiter. Shaw et al. (2022) notes this ice number limiter is un-intentionally low. We expect the ice 
number limiter dampens the simulated sensitivity to the parameterized HM process and we will test this with a 
sensitivity test of a developmental model version without the limiter.

3. Cloud Types Analyzed
In this study, we are concerned with low- and mid-level layer clouds with varying degrees of weak vertical 
motions and generating cells. Our analysis includes only cloud sample periods (cloud segments) that included 
a minimum of 10 s of in-cloud conditions, defined as a 1-Hz-period where the CWC values were >0.001 g m −3 
(e.g., McFarquhar et al., 2007; McFarquhar et al., 2021), and where the minimum in-cloud temperature was below 
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freezing point so that ice can form either though primary ice nucleation or through SIP. Furthermore, clouds 
sampled during transit legs at 6 km were not considered. This resulted in 385 cloud segments in stratocumulus 
clouds and 34 cloud segments in cumulus clouds sampled in the geographical area between −42.5°S and −62.1°S 
(Figure 1). Individual cloud segments were detected for periods between 10 s and 18 min. In total, 7 hr of data in 
stratocumulus clouds and 10 min of data in cumulus clouds is reported with a total lengths in clouds of 3,444 km 
and 78 km, respectively.

The homogeneous stratocumulus cloud fields were sampled along a straight line toward Hobart from the south-
ernmost way point (see Figure 1) so sampling can be considered unbiased (P. R. Field & Furtado, 2016). Cumulus 
sampling strategy required active decisions on which system to sample, which could lead to bias toward more 
matured cumulus towers.

Figure  3 shows the relative frequency histograms of observed and simulated values for in-cloud tempera-
ture (Figure  3a), height (Figure  3b) and RH (Figure  3c) for the stratocumulus cloud segments. Most of the 
observed stratocumulus clouds were low-level clouds found below 2 km, which resulted in a peak in the observed 
in-cloud temperatures between 0 and −10°C. In order to investigate the possible effects of seeding, multi- and 
single-layered systems were manually classified by inspection of radar and lidar data as well as looking at the 
camera imagery obtained onboard the HIAPER (UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL], 2019a). 
An example classification can be seen in Figures S2 and S3 in Supporting Information S1. This classification 
was possible in 360 (out of 385) cloud segments. Altogether, 243 cloud segments were classified as multi-layer 
systems, whereas 117 were classified as single-layer systems.

During RF11 and RF15, cumulus systems were targeted, where single passes were made through developing 
small cumuli south of Hobart (RF11) and southwest of Hobart (RF15) between −49 and −52°S (Figure 1). Here, 
34 of these passes were analyzed for their ice crystal concentrations. The minimum temperatures during the 
segments varied between −0.5 and −9.3°C. For a more detailed discussion of cumulus systems in SOCRATES 
we refer to Lasher-Trapp et al. (2021).

4. Results
4.1. Ice Crystal Number Concentrations and Evidence for Secondary Ice Production

Ice crystal concentrations above the detection limit were observed on average during 33% of the cloud segments 
and during 55% of the 10-s samples. For a more detailed discussion of the relative frequency of cloud phases we 
refer to D’Alessandro et al. (2021). Figure 4 shows the 10-s average ice crystal number concentrations (nice) for 
these samples as a function of temperature. It can be seen that nice varies over several orders of magnitude for both 
cumulus and stratocumulus clouds, consistent with previous measurements of SO clouds (Table 1). The highest 
10-s nice values were found around −5°C with a 95th percentile nice of 69 L −1 and mean nice of 9.8 L −1. The median 
nice over all sampling periods was 0.04 L −1 (including periods with ice concentrations below the detection limit). 

Figure 3. Relative frequency histogram of observed and simulated values for in-cloud temperature, height and RH with respect to water for stratocumulus cloud 
segments as defined in Table S1 in Supporting Information S1. The normalization is performed so that the area under the histogram integrates to 1. Observations are 
based on 1-Hz values.
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The highest median nice of 0.15 L −1 was observed between −16 and −18°C with a 95th percentile nice of 11 L −1. 
However, colder temperatures covered fewer observations and concentrations >1 L −1 came from nine profiles on 
three research flights (RF03, RF09, and RF10). The lowest nice were observed around −10°C.

The observed median ice crystal number concentrations during SOCRATES were on average lower than what 
is observed in the Arctic (e.g., Hobbs & Rangno, 1998; Lloyd et al., 2015; McFarquhar et al., 2007; Mioche 
et al., 2017; Rangno & Hobbs, 2001) but similar to what was observed previously in summer time coastal Antarc-
tic clouds during the MAC campaign (O’Shea et al., 2017). During MAC a similar peak in nice around −6°C was 
observed (O’Shea et al., 2017; Young et al., 2019). Other studies in the region have also reported nice of up to 
several tens per liter at temperatures greater than −10°C (see Table 1).

To investigate possible ice formation pathways, INP concentrations (nINPs) measured in clear air above and below 
cloud layers between cloud sampling periods are provided in Figure 4. Here, nINPs can correspond to the nice if ice 
is only formed via the immersion freezing process. It should be also noted that in Figure 4 nice is given as a func-
tion of local cloud temperature but the relevant nINPs value should be considered to be the value corresponding 
to cloud top temperature. Since the sampled clouds were shallow, the difference between local temperature and 
cloud top temperature would be less than 10°C.

The maximum nINPs values ranged from 10 −2 to 2 L −1 at −25°C and decreased to <10 −1L −1 at −20°C. At temper-
atures between −20 and −10°C, nINPs values between <10 −2 and <10 −1L −1 were measured. INP measurements at 
temperatures greater than −10°C were not possible due to the measurement detection limit. The values reported 
here at temperatures warmer than −15°C likely represent an upper limit of nINPs for this temperature range.

The nINPs results show that at temperatures lower than −10°C, nice of <10 −1L −1 may be explained by primary 
nucleation. In this temperature region, 10-s average nice values below 10 −1L −1 were observed 65% of times. These 
also include periods where nice was below the detection limit (i.e., periods defined only as supercooled). However, 
it should be noted that the nINPs represents an average over a larger region. Therefore, in Figure S4 in Supporting 
Information S1 is shown the comparison between nINPs and cloud segment average nice. It can be seen that in 22 

Figure 4. Observed ice particle number concentrations averaged over 10-s periods as a function of local in-cloud temperature 
for the investigated stratocumulus (gray) and cumulus (red) cloud segments. Statistical analysis ice concentrations above 
the detection limit in 2°C temperature bins are shown as box-plots where the box center line, box edges and whiskers 
represent the median, interquartile range and 5%–95% range, respectively. The red squares (yellow dots) show the median 
(mean) values of all data points, including time periods when ice number concentration was below the detection limit. The 
median value for the size bin between −2 and −4°C is zero and therefore not shown in the figure. Note that the detection 
limit of ∼0.008 L −1 is defined through the 2D-S sampling volume and is only valid for ice crystals larger than 200 μm. 
Measurements of INPs from the HIAPER taken both below and above the sampled clouds are shown in light blue circles with 
95% confidence intervals shown as vertical lines. Note that the INP measurements represent a minimum sampling time of 
10 min and thus represent a different spatial scale compared to the ice observations. The total length of sampled clouds was 
3,524 km.
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segments where ice was present, the nice can be explained with primary nucleation, whereas in 21 segments nice 
above nINPs were measured. At higher temperatures (T > −10°C) nINPs were below the detection limits. If we 
assume nINPs decrease log-linearly with increasing temperature, similar to previous ship-based measurements in 
this region (McCluskey et al., 2018), nINPs had likely maximum values of 10 −3L −1 for temperatures greater than 
−10°C, indicating extremely low numbers of ice crystals can form via primary ice nucleation in warmer SO 
mixed-phase clouds. In 50% of times, the 10-s average nice values were higher than this and nice exceeded nINPs 
by three or more orders of magnitude, indicating that SIP is an important process for governing the ice crystal 
number concentrations in SO mixed-phase clouds.

5. Two Case Studies of Secondary Ice Production
5.1. Rime-Splintering in Generating Cells

Here, we present observations from a single-layer stratocumulus cloud (see Figure S5 in Supporting Informa-
tion S1 for photograph of cloud top before sampling) associated with the cold ridge of a cyclonic system that 
was moving through the SO. The stratocumulus layer was sampled in-situ during two ascents and one decent 
between 3:50 and 4:10 UTC south of Hobart around 58.3°S near the research vessel Investigator. Figure 5 shows 
a time series of meteorological and cloud microphysical parameters. The cloud top was around 1,300 m, observed 
from the downward (upward) pointing cloud radar when the HIAPER was above (below) cloud during sampling 
(Figure 5a). Regions of higher reflectivity were observed within the stratocumulus layer, indicating occasional 
precipitation that was also measured below cloud base (670–830 m). Based on vertical velocities and reflectiv-
ity, these precipitating regions were likely embedded with generating cells (Wang et al., 2020). The in-cloud 
temperature ranged from ∼-4°C at the cloud base to −8°C at the cloud top (Figure 5b), which is well in the 
rime-splintering range (e.g., Hallett & Mossop,  1974). The maximum cloud water content derived from the 
CDP was 0.5 g m −3 (Figure 5c). The HIAPER was below cloud base, sampling occasional precipitation between 
3:52 and 3:54 UTC before the first ascent through the cloud layer that took place between 3:54:30 and 3:55:58 
UTC (P1). P1 was outside a region with generating cells. Droplets with D > 24 μm were observed in numbers 
>1 cm −3 but no drizzle droplets (D > 60 μm) were seen. In the lower part of the cloud (<1 km) 10-s average ice 
crystal concentrations were 0.2–1.3 L −1 and inspection of OAP images revealed that the observed low concen-
trations were associated with the presence of graupel. Vertical winds were mostly downdrafts (Figure 5g) around 
−1 m s −1.

The descent between 4:01:22 and 4:02:57 UTC (P2) was through a region with generating cells showing a similar 
LWC profile (Figure 5c) but in a more updraft dominated region (Figure 5g) compared to P1. RH was observed 
to be higher than during P1 (Figure 5f), although RH information was occasionally missing. Drizzle droplets 
were found in maximum concentration of 4.5 L −1 and ice crystals were observed throughout the cloud layer with 
maximum concentrations of up to 205 L −1. Inspection of the ice crystal images (Figure 6) showed the presence of 
columns and needles. The majority of the crystals were heavily rimed. Some small pristine hollow columns and 
needles were seen, which can be associated with newly formed crystals (A. Korolev et al., 2020).

The second ascent between 04:06:36 and 04:07:35 UTC (P3) was through another region of generating cells. 
Again, LWC was similar to P1 and P2 (Figure 5c) and drizzle droplets were present (3 L −1), though not as many 
as in P2 (Figure 5d). Maximum nice were 28 L −1 (Figure 5e). Ice crystals were observed in the first half in the 
updraft dominated region whereas in the downdraft region in the second half almost no ice was seen. Observed 
ice particles were mostly needles.

Between −4 and −8°C, nINPs measured during SOCRATES were below detectable limits (nINP  <  10 −3  L −1, 
Figure 4) and thus the high nice in this case study cannot be explained by primary nucleation and were likely a 
result of SIP. The necessary criteria for rime-splintering are fulfilled: cloud temperatures between −2 and −8°C, 
and the presence of both large (D > 24 μm) liquid droplets and large (D > 300 μm) ice crystals acting as rimers 
(e.g., Hallett & Mossop, 1974; Mossop, 1980). Furthermore, the appearance of (small) columnar crystals in both 
P2 and P3 are associated with the presence of drizzle droplets, whereas in P1 only graupel without drizzle was 
observed. Previous studies in SO cumulus clouds have suggested that drizzle size droplets might favor faster 
splinter production rate (Mossop, 1985).
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Figure 5. Sampling of a single-layer stratocumulus cloud between 3:51 and 4:08 UTC during RF12. The different panels are as follows: radar reflectivity from the 
HIAPER cloud radar (panel a), 1-Hz temperature (b), 1-Hz LWC calculated from the CDP (panel c), 1-Hz concentration of droplets with diameters >24 μm (blue) 
calculated from the CDP and 10 s average concentration of drizzle droplets >60 μm (orange) calculated from the PHIPS (panel d), 10 s average total ice particle number 
concentration (Nice) (black) and 10 s average ice particle number concentration from 2D-S (Nice,>200μm) (red) (panel e), 1-Hz relative humidity with respect to water (RH) 
(panel f), and 1-Hz vertical wind (panel g). Note that RH information was not available between 3:55:20 and 3:55:58 UTC (marked with red shaded area). The cloud 
passes through regions with CWC >0.001 g m −3 are marked with vertical dashed lines and labeled as P1, P2, and P3.
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5.2. Secondary Ice Production at −17°C

During RF09 an extensive stratocumulus deck behind a low-pressure system 
near Macquarie Island was sampled. The sampled cloud system was one of 
the coldest low-level cloud cases observed during SOCRATES, with in-cloud 
temperatures typically less than −8°C. Around 4:11 UTC the broken edge 
of the system (see Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1 for photograph 
of cloud top before sampling) around 55.2°S near Macquarie Island was 
sampled in-situ at a constant altitude of 2165 m.

Figure  7 shows a time series of meteorological and cloud microphysical 
parameters during a 4 minute sampling period. Radar reflectivity (Figure 7a) 
shows an area with high reflectivity that was associated with precipitation 
between 4:13 and 4:14 UTC. Inside this area, LWC was mostly zero and the 
cloud was completely composed of ice crystals with maximum concentrations 
of 28 L −1 (Figure 7e). Ice crystal images between 4:12:43 and 4:13:59 UTC 
(Figures 8 and 9) showed both heavily rimed crystals with plate-like growth 
(crystals 106, 117, 136, and 140) and dendrites (crystals 122, 164, 224, and 
230). Outside the area of high reflectivity, LWC was variable with a maxi-
mum value of 1.4 g m −3 and ice crystal concentrations were mostly <2 L −1. 
Vertical winds were mostly downdrafts (Figure 7g) and the temperature was 
between −16 and −18°C (Figure 7b). Drizzle droplets were observed only 
occasionally (Figure 7d).

INPs were sampled below the cloud base before and after sampling the stra-
tocumulus deck. Analysis of the samples showed nINPs concentrations of 

0.011 L −1 at −21°C, whereas three order of magnitude higher nice was measured in the precipitation zone. Seed-
ing of ice crystals from aloft layers was not seen from onboard camera imaginary before or after sampling (Figure 
S6 in Supporting Information S1) although seeding from invisible cloud layers cannot be excluded. The high 
nice was likely due to SIP. A probable SIP mechanism in temperatures colder than −8°C is fragmentation of ice 
crystals in ice-ice collisions (e.g., Takahashi, 1993; Takahashi et al., 1995; Vardiman, 1978). Takahashi (1993) 
argued that secondary ice can be formed in the collision of large and small graupel (or rimed snow crystals) in 
weak updraft conditions with low LWC. These conditions were met in this case study. Takahashi et al. (1995) 
wrote that the surface of small graupel particles should be ’brittle’ so that the collision can lead to breaking of 
branches from the small graupel. The PHIPS images (Figure 8) showed plate-like growth on the surface of the 
graupel particles (e.g., crystal 140), which might be easily broken in a collision.

On the other hand, it is unclear if ice-ice collisions alone can explain the observed nice. The low nINPs (0.011 L −1) 
would lead to a low number of primary ice that might not get to a point of collision. Figure 8 also showed that 
riming of the ice crystals was common, which could also indicate that SIP could have also occurred or initiated 
through riming. However, the exact mechanism for rime-splintering at temperatures below −8°C is unknown.

6. Possible SIP Mechanisms in SO Stratocumulus Clouds
In this section we explore the known SIP mechanisms that could be behind the high nice exceeding the number of 
INPs in the SO summer-time stratocumulus clouds.

6.1. Rime-Splintering and HM Process

Previous airborne studies in the SO region (see Table 1) and other airborne studies have observed high nice in 
relatively warm (−2 to −8°C) maritime cumulus clouds (e.g., Lasher-Trapp et al., 2016) that have been explained 
by ice multiplication caused by rime-splintering. Similarly, our observations show a maximum in nice in the same 
temperature region (Figure 4), where rime-splintering and HM process are active.

From the 385 stratocumulus profiles, 191 were conducted in the HM temperature range. In 122 (out of 191) 
cases, nice above the detection limit was detected. Figure 10 shows relative frequency histograms of environ-
mental conditions observed for cases with (HMobs with ice) and without ice observations (HMobs w/o ice). It 

Figure 6. Examples of ice crystals imaged with the PHIPS probe during 
descent through a generating cell between 4:01:22 and 4:02:57 UTC. Images 
were taken with the camera assembly 1 (C1) using a 6x magnification.
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Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 but fa segment through stratocumulus cloud between 4:11:23 and 4:15:27 UTC during RF09. Note that relative humidity information was 
not available for most of the period (shown as red shaded area in panel f), as the VCSEL hygrometer was constantly switching modes in this time period and the data 
had to be removed.
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can be seen that cases with observed ice are associated with higher LWC, higher concentration of cloud droplets 
larger than 24 μm, larger threshold diameter (Dt, defined as the droplet diameter for which total concentration of 
droplets with greater diameter is 3 cm −3, Rangno and Hobbs (1991)) and higher drizzle droplet concentrations. 
Unlike previous airborne studies (Hobbs & Rangno, 1985; Rangno & Hobbs, 2005), we did not find a correlation 
between observed ice crystal concentrations and number of cloud droplets D > 24 μm or Dt (Table 2). However, 
it should be noted that the stratocumulus clouds were sampled only once and, therefore, the observed cases repre-
sent different development stages of the clouds. Hence, in some of the HMobs with ice cases most or all of the 
LWC may have been depleted through the Bergeron-Findeisen process and through riming.

Rime-splintering is supported by the fact that all of the 122 HMobs cases with ice also had ice crystals with 
De > 200 μm present. Inspection of PHIPS ice crystal stereo-images revealed that most of these crystals were 
rimed. The splinter production rate in the HMobs cases with ice was estimated following the approach of Willis 
and Hallett (1991) (see Appendix B). One splinter production rate was calculated for each of the cloud segments. 
Figure 11 shows the estimated splinter production rate as a function of the measured ice concentration for stra-
tocumulus cases (blue dots) and for cumulus cases (red dots). The estimated splinter production rate follows a 
relationship of dN/dt = 5 × 10 −6N. At this rate, it would take 200 hr to increase ice crystal concentration from 
1 L −1–100 L −1, which is not a feasible multiplication rate considering the lifetime of SO stratocumulus clouds. 
Mossop (1985) estimated a faster rate of dN/dt = 1.7 × 10 −3N in winter-time cumuli near Tasmania.

It is a common finding that the rime-splintering mechanism (as presently formulated) cannot explain the ice crys-
tal production rate in some clouds (Hobbs & Rangno, 1990; A. Korolev et al., 2020; Rangno & Hobbs, 1991). It 
has been suggested that large droplets might enhance the ice multiplication rate by forming large crystals upon 
freezing that can immediately act as rimers (Mossop, 1985). The presence of large drops have been found to favor 
ice multiplication (Braham Jr, 1964; Koenig, 1963; Mossop, 1978; Mossop et al., 1968). Our results support the 
idea that large droplets might be important for ice multiplication at temperatures above −8°C, however, the exact 
role of large droplets for enhancing rime-splintering remains unclear.

Another factor potentially enhancing production of ice in the stratocumulus clouds is related to the multi-cell 
structure of the clouds (see Section 5.1) (Lasher-Trapp et al., 2021; Mossop et al., 1970). Ice crystals from older 
cells can be incorporated into newly forming rising cells, where they can initiate ice multiplication processes. 
Section 5.1 showed how first ice crystals were found to be graupel particles that could potentially originate from 
generating cells or from freezing of large drizzle droplets. These can act as rimers and produce splinters that grow 
into columnar particles. In a later phase of the multiplication process, the cloud is dominated by columns and 
needles, some of them acting as new rimers.

6.2. Ice-Ice Collisions

Laboratory studies have shown that ice-ice collisions produce a maximum ice ejection rate at −16°C (Takahashi 
et al., 1995). Requisite is that the colliding ice particles have different surface properties (e.g., small graupel 
with ‘brittle’ surface and large graupel with ‘compact’ surface). Figure 4 showed an increase in the observed nice 

Figure 8. Examples of PHIPS images of ice crystals taken between 4:12:43 and 4:13:59 UTC during RF09. Images were taken with the camera assembly 1 (C1) using 
a 6× magnification. Each frame has a width of 1.33 mm.
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between −14 and −19°C that corresponds to the temperature of maximum ice ejection rate found in laboratory 
work. Ice-ice collisions as a possible SIP mechanism in the colder temperatures is also supported by the fact that 
in all cases where ice concentration above 1 L −1 were observed, dendrites or compact ice crystals with plate-like 
branches were observed, as seen in Section 5.2. These observed ice branches may contribute to ice particle ejec-
tion in collisions.

Since the physical mechanism behind ice-ice collision is still largely unknown, it is difficult to estimate if this 
process alone could explain the observed ice concentrations in the temperature range below −8°C. Also, the large 
gap between nINP and nice would likely hinder ice-ice collisions. It cannot be excluded that other SIP mechanisms 
would play a role in the T < −10°C range.

Figure 9. Examples of 2DC shadowgraphs taken at 4:13:00 UTC in the region of high reflectivity. Shadowgraphs show simultaneous existence of compact irregular 
particles that closely resemble crystals 106, 115, 140, and 292 in Figure 8 and dendrites that correspond to crystals 224 and 230 in Figure 8.
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6.3. Droplet Fragmentation During Freezing

A SIP mechanism that has gained a lot of attention recently is the fragmentation of large drizzle-sized drop-
lets during the freezing process (e.g., A. V. Korolev et  al.,  2004; A. Korolev et  al.,  2020; R.  P.  Lawson 
et al., 2015; P. Lawson et al., 2017; Rangno, 2008). Recent laboratory work has shown that when droplets freeze, 
they develop a frozen shell whilst the inside remains liquid, generating outward pressure on the ice shell. In 
some cases, the ice shell can break, causing splitting of the droplet or ejection of small ice particles (Lauber 
et al., 2018). Some droplets produce a visible ”spicule”, which has led to a search for frozen spicule droplets in 
natural clouds.

Droplet fragmentation is most active in clouds colder than −10°C where large drizzle droplets are present (Lauber 
et al., 2018). From the 104 profiles in the < −10°C temperature range, 31 showed drizzle droplets and 26 profiles 
had both drizzle and ice present. However, no clear correlation between drizzle droplet and ice crystal concen-
trations was found (Table 2).

Figure 10. Relative frequency histogram of 1-Hz LWC values, 1-Hz concentration of cloud droplets larger than 24 μm, 1-Hz threshold diameter, 1-Hz relative humidity 
(RH) with respect to water, 1-Hz vertical wind speed and 1-Hz average concentration of drizzle (>60 μm) droplets for the cloud segments in the HM temperature range 
where ice was observed (red bars, N = 122) and where ice concentration was below the detection limit (blue bars, N = 69). Purple color illustrates the overlap area of 
the two cases. p-values for all the observation pairs are below 0.05. Values are normalized so that the area under the histogram integrates to 1.

w LWC Ndrops>23μm Dt Ndrizzle

Nice (complete T range) −0.04 0.004* 0.07* 0.07 0.08

Nice (−2.5 to −8°C) −0.04* 0.02* 0.06* 0.11 0.13

Nice (−14 to −19°C) −0.009* −0.06* 0.0005* 0.12 0.17

Nice<100 μm (complete T range) −0.04* −0.007* 0.03* 0.07 0.06

Nice<100 μm (−2.5 to −8°C) −0.05* 0.02* 0.06* 0.11 0.12

Nice<100 μm (−14 to −19°C) 0.46 0.70 0.75 0.37 0.53

Note. Correlation coefficients with p-value > 0.05 are not statistically significant and are marked with an asterisk.

Table 2 
Correlation Coefficients (R) Between Number Concentrations of All Ice (Nice) or Small Ice (Nice<100) Crystals and Vertical 
Wind (w), Liquid Water Content (LWC), Concentration of Droplets >23 μm (Ndrops>23μm), Threshold Diameter (Dt) and 
Concentration of Drizzle Droplets >60 μm (Ndrizzle) With 10 s Averaging and for Different Temperature Ranges
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Evidence for droplet fragmentation was investigated using the cloud particle stereo-microscopic imagery. These 
showed occasional frozen drizzle droplets that were either single frozen droplets or attached to the surface of 
larger ice particles (Figure 12). Single frozen droplets were found in the temperature regime of T > −5°C, which 
is warmer than where splinter production is expected (Lauber et al., 2018). The single frozen droplets always had 
an uneven surface, which could be an indication of fracturing. Direct evidence of splitting was seen on crystal 
415. It is possible that these around 150–200 μm frozen droplets were frozen in an upper, colder part of the cloud, 
where they could have produced splinters and afterward fallen into warmer, lower parts of the cloud.

Frozen drizzle droplets were not observed at colder temperatures with the exception of one cloud segment. This 
segment showed higher than average ice crystal concentrations, nice > 1 L −1. Stereo-microscopic images showed 
that large drizzle droplets were frequently collected by larger ice crystals (crystals 4,729–5,032 in Figure 12). 
These drizzle droplets could have produced splinters in the freezing process, although no clear sign of spicule 
formation was seen in the images.

Based on the 104 cloud segments that were measured below −10°C it is difficult to estimate whether droplet 
fragmentation is a significant process in SO stratocumulus clouds as frozen drizzle droplets were only rarely 
observed in the stereo-microscopic images. However, it should be noted that the statistics of the single particle 
measurements in cloud segments of a few minutes is not adequate to make conclusions about the significance of 
the discussed mechanism. Since in the pristine SO environment drizzle-sized droplets are frequently observed, 
it is possible that droplet fragmentation, even if not the dominant SIP mechanism, could act as an initiator for 
SIP, as suggested by A. Korolev et al. (2020). Also, previous studies have reported the presence of large drizzle 
droplets preceding the initiation of glaciation (Rangno & Hobbs, 1991).

6.4. Other SIP Mechanisms

Other proposed mechanisms for SIP include activation of INPs in localized pockets of high-supersaturation areas, 
fragmentation of ice crystals after collision with supercooled droplets, and fragmentation due to sublimation.

Localized pockets of high-supersaturation areas can be found within the vicinity of a freezing droplet (Dye & 
Hobbs, 1968; Fukuta & Lee, 1986; Nix & Fukuta, 1974) or during growth of droplets by collision (Rangno & 

Figure 11. Predicted splinter production rate as a function of measured ice particle concentrations for cloud segments that 
were found to be in the HM temperature rage (see Table S1 in Supporting Information S1). Cloud passes in stratiform clouds 
are marked as blue and passes in cumulus clouds as red. The splinter production rate was estimated following the approach 
of Willis and Hallett (1991). The solid line represents the fit through the data and the dashed line the relationship that was 
estimated by Mossop (1985) in small winter-time cumuli near Tasmania.
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Hobbs, 1991). This process is relevant especially at cold temperatures (<−10°C). At −20°C, supersaturation with 
respect to water of 15%–20% can be reached during droplet freezing (Dye & Hobbs, 1968; Nix & Fukuta, 1974), 
which could increase INP concentrations by an order of magnitude (Hussain & Saunders, 1984). This very local-
ized effect would play a role near freezing drizzle droplets or during riming processes. The activation of INPs in 
high supersaturation regions cannot be excluded, but it probably cannot explain ice concentrations that are more 
than an order of magnitude higher than INP concentrations.

Figure 12. Examples of microscopic images of single frozen droplets, droplets frozen on needles and droplets frozen on crystals at −15°C.
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Some evidence of the riming-related SIP mechanism in the temperature range of −14 and −19°C is given in 
Table 2 that shows a moderate correlation between the concentration of small ice crystals and LWC (R = 0.70) 
and concentration of cloud droplets with D > 23 μm (R = 0.75). King and Fletcher (1976) demonstrated that 
ice crystals can fragment due to the thermal shock caused by droplet freezing on the surface. This mechanism 
depends on the size of the droplet and the shape and size of the ice crystal. For example, a thin plate rimed with a 
large droplet would shatter only if the temperature was below −10°C (King & Fletcher, 1976). Stereo-microscopic 
images of plates rimed with drizzle droplets (Figure 12) did not show evidence of shattering (only shattering in 
the instrument inlet was seen in the case of particle 5024) but based on the observation we cannot confirm or deny 
that this mechanism would play a role.

Ice crystals can also fragment due to sublimation. This process can be active only in clouds completely composed 
of ice in ice sub-saturated conditions. In our study, most of the ice crystals were observed together with liquid 
water and no sign of sublimation was detected in the stereo-microscopic images.

6.5. Seeding

Higher level clouds above the sampling altitude were identified using HIAPER cloud radar and onboard cameras. 
In 150 (out of 327) cloud segments clouds above the sampling level were found. Seeding of ice crystals from 
colder clouds above can potentially affect the ice crystal concentrations in the lower clouds (Figure 13). Statis-
tical analysis of cloud cases with clouds observed above the sampling altitude and those without showed higher 
mean nice values, although high (nice > 50 L −1) concentrations were observed also for single-layer clouds with no 
visible higher level clouds (see Figure S7 in Supporting Information S1). Therefore, seeding alone cannot explain 
the observed ice crystal number concentrations, although it may play a role in the initiation of SIP in multi-layer 
cloud situations by transporting rimers to the HM temperature range or by enhancing collisional break-up in 
colder clouds at temperatures below −10°C (Georgakaki et al., 2022). For example, from all the cloud segments 
where the minimum temperature was observed to be below −10°C, and where clouds above the in-situ sampling 
were observed (26 segments), 62% had nice above 0.1 L −1, whereas from those segments without detectable cloud 
layers above in-situ sampling slightly less, 42%, had nice above 0.1 L −1.

7. Comparison of Observed and Simulated Ice Crystal Concentrations
Observational evidence presented in this study suggests that multiple SIP processes might be active in SO clouds. 
However, many global climate models have limited representation of SIP (P. R. Field et al., 2017). In fact, the 
HM rime splintering process serves as the only SIP process in CAM6, active between −8 and −3°C (Cotton 
et al., 1986; Section 2.4). Here, we expand the previous assessments of simulated clouds in CAM6 (Gettelman 
et al., 2020) to consider nice predicted in nudged simulations from the SOCRATES campaign.

Gettelman et  al.  (2020) demonstrated that nudging CAM6 to MERRA-2 reanalysis resulted in temperatures 
within 1–2°C of measured temperatures during all SOCRATES flights, with some issues resolving the boundary 
layer inversion that likely resulted in high biases in the relative humidity vertical structure. Their results suggest 
that the CAM6 base nudged simulation represents the general observed meteorological conditions during the 
SOCRATES flights. Additionally, the simulations successfully generated clouds in the same grid points where 
they were also observed during RF07 (Gettelman et al., 2020). We follow their approach by sampling CAM6 
data along the flight tracks for RF02-RF15, resulting in representative temperature and altitude distributions (see 
Figure 3). The mean simulated temperature distributions were 0.7°C colder compared to observations and the 
mean cloud altitudes were 130 m lower in model than in observations. Furthermore, higher occurrences of RH 
greater than 100% were seen in the observations compared to the model.

While Gettelman et al. (2020) found similar amounts of liquid water content compared to SOCRATES obser-
vations, simulated IWC was biased low compared to SOCRATES observations. We also note that the IWC 
observations were also associated with high uncertainty and variability. Here, we evaluate simulated nice using 
instrument simulators that include instrument-specific size ranges and detection limits. Simulated gamma distri-
bution parameters for ice and snow hydrometeors were used to reconstruct number size distributions. These 
number size distributions were integrated to determine the number concentration of ice particles (ice and snow) 
with diameters of 30–200 μm and 200–3,000 μm for the PHIPS (nPHIPS) and 2DS (n2DS), respectively. Given the 
size range for simulated ice and snow particles, simulated nPHIPS will include more model ice whereas simulated 
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n2DS will include more model snow. Detection limits, or lower limits, of 3 L −1 and 0.008 L −1 were also applied to 
simulated nPHIPS and n2DS, respectively. Simulated nPHIPS and n2DS were estimated along the flight track and were 
averaged over the same 10-s averaging period used for the measurements. We statistically compared 10-s average 
observed and simulated n2DS (Figure 14) and nPHIPS (Figure 15) in 2°C temperature bins between −20 and 0°C.

We first assess default (base) simulated and observed ice particles between 200 and −3,000 μm (n2DS) greater than 
0.008 L −1 for cloud temperatures between −20 and 0°C (Figure 14). According to the observations, 35%–85% 
of the 10-s periods in clouds contained detectable ice, with only 68% of the clouds containing detectable ice 
between −20 and −22°C. Simulated clouds at temperatures warmer than −8°C had similar cloud ice fractions to 
observed clouds (with the exception of the temperature bin from −2 to −4°C); whereas clouds at temperatures 
colder than −8°C contained more ice with over 90% of simulated clouds containing ice between −14 and −22°C 
(Figure 14a). While the frequency of ice occurrence in simulated clouds was similar for warmer temperatures, 
median simulated n2DS were frequently statistically different compared to the observations. For temperatures 
between −8 and 0°C, median simulated n2DS were mostly within the interquartile range of observed n2DS, whereas 
median simulated n2DS were lower than observed n2DS up to a factor of 10 for temperatures warmer than −6°C. 
Below the HM temperature range (below −8°C), the interquartile range of simulated n2DS at some temperatures 
exceeded observed n2DS and at other temperatures were within the interquartile range of observed n2DS.

Figure 13. A schematic illustration of SIP observed in the SO stratocumulus clouds. At temperatures greater than −10°C indication for rime splintering was seen in 
regions with generating cells. Outside these regions occasional graupel particles were detected. At temperatures below −10°C potential SIP include ice-ice collisions 
involving dendrites or ice crystals with plate-like growth, and droplet fragmentation during freezing. Rimed crystals were frequently observed at T < −10°C. Many of 
the observed cloud systems were multilayered, which could promote seeding from higher cloud layers to lower clouds. Sometimes frozen drizzle droplets were also 
found at temperatures greater than −2°C.
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The same analysis as above was performed for small ice particles, those between 30 and −200 μm corresponding 
to measurements by the PHIPS (nPHIPS). The PHIPS detection limit (3 L −1) is higher than the 2DS, meaning the 
PHIPS targets high concentrations of small particles, or conditions indicative of HM rime splintering. As such, 
the fraction of clouds containing nPHIPS greater than 3 L −1 (Figure 15a) ranged from less than 10%–23%, signif-
icantly lower than the fraction of clouds containing n2DS greater than 0.008 L −1 (Figure 14a). Observed clouds 
containing measurable high nPHIPS were more common at temperatures warmer than −8°C indicative of an active 
HM process in observed clouds. Simulated clouds at temperatures warmer than −8°C with nPHIPS greater than 
3 L −1 were less common than observed frequencies, with less than 8% of clouds with detectable ice compared to 
observed 12%–23%. While the frequency of occurrence of ice was lower in simulated clouds (CAM6 base), simu-
lated nPHIPS were within the observed interquartile range of nPHIPS for temperatures above −8°C and the median 
simulated nPHIPS were even statistically not significantly different to observations at temperatures above −4°C 
(Figure 15b). At temperatures lower than −8°C, simulated clouds frequently (up to 80% of cloud data) contained 
nPHIPS greater than 3 L −1. Between −10 and −8°C, the interquartile range of simulated nPHIPS exceeded the 75th 
percentile of observed nPHIPS, indicating simulated clouds too frequently contained ice and had too high nPHIPS at 
temperatures between −10 and −8°C. For temperatures below −10°C comparison of the simulated and observed 
ice concentrations was not possible due to removal of observational data caused by shattering artifacts.

To investigate the sensitivity of the model to the HM process, we evaluated ice concentrations simulated in 
two sensitivity simulations presented in Gettelman et al.  (2020) that modified the HM parameterization. The 
HMoff simulation reduced the HM ice multiplication rate to 0 across all temperatures and the HMx5 simulation 
increased the multiplication rate by a factor of 5. If the modeled HM process controls ice concentrations between 
−8 and −3°C, the simulated n2DS and nPHIPS should significantly decrease (increase) with the HM process turned 
off (increased by a factor of 5). However, the results of the sensitivity tests indicate that the model HM process 

Figure 14. Statistical analysis of observed and simulated number concentrations of ice particles within the 2DS size range (n2DS, 200–3,000 μm). Observations (red) 
are 10-s averaged n2DS measured by the 2DS probe. Model n2DS were estimated from three simulations to match the 2DS size range and observation averaging period. 
Additionally, simulated n2DS below the 2DS instrument detection limit (0.008 L −1) were excluded. All data were binned in 2°C temperature bins. Panel A shows 
the fraction of 10-s averaged observed (red) and simulated (base simulation, black) points within each temperature bin with detectable n2DS. In panel B, median and 
interquartile ranges for observed n2DS were calculated using 10-s average observed n2DS (dark red symbols). Simulated median and interquartile ranges were also 
calculated from 10-s averaged simulated n2DS from three simulations: CAM6 base simulation (black), CAM6 with HM ice multiplication rate set to 0 (blue) and 
CAM6 with HM ice multiplication rate enhanced by a factor of 5 (green). For simulated n2DS, median markers with white crosses indicate distributions of n2DS that are 
statistically insignificantly different (p > 0.05) from n2DS simulated in the CAM6 base simulation according to the Mann-Whitney U test. The number above the boxes 
shows the number of data points included into the statistical analysis.
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did not significantly influence simulated n2DS or nPHIPS in the HM temperature range. For the larger size range 
(200–3000 μm) with lower detection limit (n2DS, Figure 14b), simulated clouds in the HM temperature range 
actually contained higher concentrations when the HM process was turned off (HMoff) compared to the base 
simulation. For simulated clouds with enhanced HM ice multiplication rate (HMx5), simulated n2DS were only 
statistically significantly higher compared to the base simulation for temperatures between −4 and −2°C and −8 
and −6°C. For the smaller size range (30–200 μm) with higher detection limit (nPHIPS, Figure 15b), simulated 
clouds without an active HM process (HMoff) contained nPHIPS that were statistically lower than base simulated 
nPHIPS for temperatures between −4 and −2°C. For temperatures between −6 and −4°C the simulated clouds 
without HM process showed statistically higher concentrations compared to the base case. Simulated clouds with 
an enhanced HM process (HMx5) contained nPHIPS that were statistically significantly lower by a factor of 1.3 and 
1.5 for temperature bins −6 to −4°C and −4 to −2°C, respectively.

These co-located instrument simulator analyses performed for the low-level mixed phase clouds probed during 
SOCRATES indicate that the CAM6 is skilled in simulating cloud ice frequency when considering larger ice 
particles, but is deficient in simulating ice number concentrations in most of the temperature regions for both 
small and large particles. In the HM temperature range the simulated n2DS and nPHIPS were found to be mostly in 
the interquartile range of the observations. Modifications to the HM process had little influence on simulated 
n2DS or nPHIPS in the HM regime, suggesting that the HM process in CAM6 is only slightly active in the simu-
lated clouds for SOCRATES, inconsistent with observational evidence of active SIP clouds observed during 
SOCRATES. The extent to which CAM6 is accurately representing the HM process and all other processes (ice 
nucleation, sedimentation, etc.) is unclear from these results and requires additional model retooling to assess 
number tendencies or particle tracing to determine processes that directly influence ice number concentrations.

We ran the same test simulations (base, HMoff, HMx5) using a development version of CAM6 (CAM6-Dev) 
that removes the ice number limiter from the ice nucleation scheme as described above (not shown here). Ice 
number concentrations in the base and HMx5 simulations are higher in CAM6-Dev compared to CESM2-CAM6 
results in Figures 14 and 15. Ice number differences in CAM6-Dev are consistent with Shaw et al. (2022). Also, 
ice number concentrations in the HMoff simulations are lower in CAM6-Dev compared to the CESM2-CAM6. 
These changes result in an overall higher sensitivity to SIP in CAM-Dev. These differences are present in the 

Figure 15. Same as Figure 14 but for ice crystals within the PHIPS size range (nPHIPS, 30–200 μm). Observations are 10-s averages from the PHIPS probe. Model nPHIPS 
were estimated from three simulations to match the PHIPS size range and observation averaging period. Additionally, simulated nPHIPS below the PHIPS instrument 
detection limit (3.0 L −1) were excluded. In panel B statistical analysis is only shown if more than 10 data points were available.
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PHIPS and 2D-S size ranges. However, when we consider the detection limits of the instruments, there are 
no significant differences between CAM6 and CAM6-Dev mean ice number or sensitivity to HM shown in 
Figures 14 and 15.

Given the likely low primary ice nucleation rates from limited dust concentrations in CAM for this temper-
ature range, it is also likely that additional processes such as sedimentation from upper level clouds and 
advection from surrounding grid boxes influence cloud ice concentrations. This analysis builds on previous 
reported assessment of IWC, which revealed a low bias in simulated IWC compared to SOCRATES observa-
tions Gettelman et al. (2020), and motivates further assessment and development of modeled secondary ice 
production.

8. Summary
Southern Ocean low- and mid-level clouds were investigated using an extensive in-situ payload during 
the SOCRATES campaign. A large fraction (45% based on the 10  s samples) of the clouds observed during 
SOCRATES did not contain observable amounts of ice crystals (nice  <  0.008  L −1), and thus were identified 
as liquid-phase. When a detectable amount of ice was present, ice crystal number concentrations up to several 
hundreds per liter were observed. Ice was observed in all temperatures between −25 and 0°C but the highest nice 
were seen around −5°C. At temperatures lower than −10°C, the observed nice were up to three orders of magni-
tude higher than the nINP 35% of times.

The discrepancy between the observed nice and nINP serves as evidence for SIP occurring in summer-time South-
ern Ocean stratocumulous clouds. A known SIP mechanism at temperature greater than −10°C is rime splintering 
in the HM process. Co-existence of large rimed ice crystals and droplets with diameters above 24 μm gave indica-
tion that rime splintering would be a possible mechanism to explain the high nice observed in the HM temperature 
range. However, it was found that the rate of ice production is faster than what was expected based on a concep-
tual model using a splinter production efficiency measured in laboratory studies (Hallett & Mossop, 1974). The 
frequent co-existence of large drizzle droplets with ice observations in the HM temperature regime support the 
hypothesis that drizzle droplets could enhance ice production rate by acting as rimers immediately upon freezing. 
At temperatures lower than −10°C, ice concentrations above 0.1 L −1 cannot be explained by primary nucleation. 
We report some indication of ice-ice collision and droplet shattering but the exact SIP mechanism or mechanisms 
acting at this temperature region remain unclear (Figure 13).

The observed nice and instrument simulators were used to evaluate simulated nice from a commonly used global 
climate model and to investigate the sensitivity of simulated ice concentrations to the HM process represented 
in CAM6. Overall, CAM6 is skilled in simulating cloud ice frequency when considering larger ice particles 
(200–3000 μm) at temperatures higher than −18°C, but statistically significant differences in the number concen-
trations of both large and small ice were observed in most of the temperature bins. Despite observational evidence 
of an active HM process in clouds probed during SOCRATES, simulated ice concentrations in the instrument 
detection range were largely insensitivity to modifications to the HM process. These results suggest that the 
reported low bias in simulated IWC in SOCRATES clouds Gettelman et al. (2020) may be improved with further 
assessment and development of modeled secondary ice production.

Appendix A: Uncertainty in Computed Number Concentrations
Cloud particle measurements have several sources of uncertainties that can affect sizing and concentration esti-
mations. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, one of relevant source of uncertainty is shattering of larger ice crys-
tals on the probe tips or outer structure, resulting in artificially high concentration of small crystals. During 
SOCRATES shattering artifacts were minimized by using anti-shattering tips for CDP, 2D-S and F-2DC and 
applying shattering algorithms (see Section 2.3.2). In case of PHIPS potential shattering influenced periods were 
identified based on presence of large (Da > 800 μm) ice particles according to Waitz et al. (2021) and removed 
from analysis.

Besides shattering, other sources of measurement uncertainties are related to the size of the instruments' sensitive 
area, coincidence sampling, particle sizing and counting. The measurement uncertainties of the CDP and OAPs 
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have been discussed in detail by Baumgardner et al. (2017) and McFarquhar et al. (2017) and briefly summarized 
here for the instruments operated during SOCRATES.

In case of light-scattering probes, such as CDP, the measured number and mass concentrations are mostly affected 
by uncertainty in the sensitive area and coincidence sampling. The uncertainty in the CDP sensitive area has been 
estimated to be 13% using sensitive area mapping with a droplet injector (Lance et al., 2010), whereas the uncer-
tainty caused by coincidence sampling can be minimized through data processing (see McFarquhar et al., 2017). 
It has been estimated that after data processing the remaining propagated uncertainty for derived CDP number 
concentration is around 10%–30% (Baumgardner et al., 2017).

In a similar manner, sample volume per unit time is needed to calculate number concentrations from OAPs. 
The sample volume is defined as the product of true air speed and sample area, where the sample area is 
defined as the product of the effective array width and separation of the instrument arms or depth-of-field 
(DOF), whichever is smaller (Knollenberg, 1970). The DOF is affected by light diffraction by the measured 
particle and is, therefore, especially uncertain for particles with Dmax < 150 μm (McFarquhar et al., 2017). 
For larger particles, DOF is similar to the arm separation and the sample volume is less uncertain. This also 
supports the choice to restrict the OAP size range to particles with Deq > 200 μm as used in this study. Addi-
tional uncertainty in DOF is caused by the nonspherical nature of ice crystals and the ambiguity in the choice 
for particle dimensions. The sample volume calculations are also affected by potential deviation of the true air 
speed at sensitive volume of the instrument from that recorded by the aircraft (Weigel et al., 2016). It is esti-
mated that the propagated uncertainty for OAP number concentrations is around 50% for the size range used 
in this study (Baumgardner et al., 2017)

PHIPS particle size distribution measurements are based on single particle light scattering but instead of detect-
ing one scattering intensity at one angular position, a set of 20 detectors with a half-opening angle of 3.5° are used 
covering a wider angular range from 18° to 170°. The measured differential scattering cross section correspond-
ing to the observed angular range is then used to derive particle size. Similar to other cloud probes, the sampling 
rate is defined by the number of particles counted divided by the sampling volume. A separate trigger detector 
positioned at 90° scattering angle defines the instrument's sensitive area and, therefore, the sampling volume. 
The size of the PHIPS sensitive area was measured by mapping with a droplet injector (Schnaiter et al., 2018). 
To take into account variation in particle size and particle non-sphericity, the size- and shape-dependence of 
the sensitive area was simulated using a FRED optical engineering software (Waitz et al., 2021). As a result, 
two different functional dependencies for sensitive area as a function of particle size are used depending on the 
particle sphericity (phase). As a proxy for ice particles, severely roughened ice sphere model was used, as this 
model is independent of particle orientation. The use of a roughened ice particle model is also justified since 
most atmospheric ice particles have been found to be complex (Järvinen et al., 2018). However, since PHIPS is 
a single particle instrument, it can be expected that detected particles do have a specific orientation and a shape 
that can differ from that of a roughened sphere. Therefore, the measured differential scattering cross section of 
individual particles can be different to the modeled values, which causes uncertainty in both particle sizing and 
sensitive area.

In case of particle sizing, the uncertainty caused by particle shape and orientation can be estimated since 
PHIPS measures both the differential scattering cross section and takes stereo-microscopic images of the 
same particle. Figure A1 shows the relationship between Deq derived from the images (defined as the mean Deq 
from the two stereo-images) and for the same particle Deq derived from the measured differential scattering 
cross section as defined in Waitz et al. (2021). As expected, there is a significant scatter around the 1-to-1 
line, which is an effect the orientation and shape of non-spherical ice particles. The relative uncertainty in 
Deq was estimated by binning the data to the used size bins and taking the ratio between the 25th and 75th 
percentiles and the median value in  the bins. The resulting relative uncertainty in particle size varies between 
30% and 100%.

The uncertainty in the particle sizing can be converted to an uncertainty in the sensitive area using propaga-
tion of uncertainty as these two variables are linked. Additional source of uncertainty arises from uncertainty 
in the spherical and aspherical particle counts caused by the phase discrimination uncertainty of 2% (Waitz 
et al., 2021). Furthermore, when sampling with a fast-flying aircraft, such as the HIAPER, additional sources of 
uncertainty are caused by compression of air in front of the cloud probe and the compression-induced motion of 
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particles out of their ambient state. Whereas the former was corrected by applying a thermodynamic correction 
(Weigel et al., 2016), the latter is a function of the cloud particles' individual inertia. Weigel et al. (2016) defined 
an inertia correction factor for droplets larger than 70 μm to be 0.8 (causing 20% reduction in the ambient number 
concentration compared to the measured number concentrations). Since ice crystals are expected to have lower 
inertia compared to more dense droplets, it can be assumed that the correction factor for Deq < 200 μm ice parti-
cles does not significantly deviate from 1, thus being a less significant source for uncertainty compared to the 
other sources discussed above.

Coincidence sampling in PHIPS is possible and will mainly affect the shape of the measured angular scatter-
ing function since the forward and backward scattering detectors have a larger coincidence sampling probabil-
ity than the sideward detectors. For cirrus clouds coincidence can be neglected but mixed-phase clouds have 
non-negligible coincidence probability (Schnaiter et  al.,  2018). For a particle concentration of 100  cm −3 the 
coincidence probability is 23% for the 18° and 3% for the 90° scattering detector, respectively. However, since 
the coincidence particles in mixed-phase clouds are most likely droplets with significant lower scattering cross 
section compared to ice crystals, coincidence sampling has not been seen to significantly change the shape or 
total intensity of the measured differential scattering cross section, and thus will probably cause a negligible 
uncertainty to the measurements compared to the uncertainties discussed above.

Taking into account the uncertainty in the sensitive area and particle phase discrimination, the propagated 
relative uncertainty in PHIPS number concentrations can be estimated. The propagated relative uncertainty 
depends on the number of counted particles and their size and for particles with Deq < 200 μm, the maxi-
mum relative uncertainty in PHIPS number concentration during SOCRATES was estimated to be 40% and 
20% for aspherical and spherical particles, respectively. Table A1 summarizes the uncertainties in number 
concentrations estimates from each of the cloud probes used in this study based on the best knowledge of 
the authors.

Figure A1. The relationship between Deq derived from stereo-images and from the differential scattering cross section for 
individual oriented particles as measured during SOCRATES. The squares represent the median values in the size bins and 
the bars the 25th and 75th percentiles. The dashed line represent the 1:1 line.

Probe Size range included into analysis Uncertainty in number concentration

CDP 2–50 µm ∼10%–30%

2D-S 200–1,600 µm ∼50%

PHIPS, ice 30–200 µm 40%

PHIPS, droplets 60–700 µm 20%

Table A1 
Uncertainties in Number Concentrations Derived From CDP, 2D-S and PHIPS
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Appendix B: Calculation of HM Splinter Production Rate
Willis and Hallett  (1991) estimated the splinter production rate following the conceptual model by Hallett 
et al. (1978). In this model splinters are produced with a rate of

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
= 𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔 (B1)

where Ng is the number concentration of graupel particles each generating Sg splinter particles per unit time. Sg 
can be calculated from Eq. 10 in Hallett et al. (1978).

𝑆𝑆𝑔𝑔 = 𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼
2
𝑔𝑔𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔𝐸𝐸∕4 (B2)

where Nd is the concentration of droplets with diameter above 24 μm, α the splinter production efficiency (meas-
ured by Hallett and Mossop (1974) to be ∼0.005 with a maximum of 0.02), Dg the diameter of graupel (or rimers), 
Vg the fall speed of graupel (or rimers) and E the collection efficiency of the graupel (or rimers).

To calculate the splinter production rate using Equation B1 and B2 the following assumptions were made: all ice 
particles with De > 300 μm were assumed to be rimers, only one terminal fall velocity of 0.75 m s −1 was used for 
the rimers, the collection efficiency was assumed to be 0.8 and the splinter production efficiency 0.005.

Acronyms
2DC The 2D Cloud Imaging probe
2D-S The SPEC 2D stereo probe
ACE1 the First Aerosol Characterization Experiment
ASF Angular Scattering Function
CAM6 Community Atmospheric Model versions 6
CDP Cloud Droplet Probe
Deq Particle's Area-equivalent Diameter
Dp Particle Diameter
DOF Depth-of-field
Hiaper NSF/NCAR Hiaper Gulftream GV
HM Hallett-Mossop
INP Ice Nucleating Particle
IS Ice Spectrometer
IWC Ice Water Content
LWC Liquid Water Content
m-D Mass to Dimension
OAP Optical Array Probe
PHIPS Particle Habit Imaging and Polar Scattering probe
PSD Particle Size Distribution
RF Research Flight
SIP Secondary Ice Process
SO Southern Ocean
SOCEX the Southern Ocean Cloud Experiment
SOCRATES the Southern Ocean Clouds, Radiation, Aerosol, Transport Experimental Study
SW Short Wave
CWC Condensed Water Content

Data Availability Statement
Datasets for this research are available in these in-text data citation references: Schnaiter (2018), UCAR/NCAR - 
Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL] (2019a), UCAR/NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL] (2018), UCAR/
NCAR - Earth Observing Laboratory [EOL] (2019b), Diao (2021), Wu and McFarquhar (2019a) and Wu and 
McFarquhar (2019b).
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